
2023 SNAP/EBT Agreement

1. Almost all Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program dollars, or SNAP/EBT, goes to
grocery stores and very little to farmers markets. Common Greens (CG) wants EBT
users to get fresh nutritious food, and local food producers to increase sales with EBT
dollars. In Ohio, SNAP dollars are distributed monthly on clients’ Ohio Direction Card.

2. A market’s ability to accept SNAP benefits could be jeopardized if a producer commits a
SNAP violation while operating under the market’s Federal Nutrition Service (FNS)
license. SNAP/EBT dollars cannot be used to purchase the following:

a. alcoholic beverages
b. tobacco products
c. hot food that is to be eaten immediately
d. vitamins and medicines
e. any non-food items such as soaps, pet food, paper products or any other

household items
3. NO taxes applied or cash returned for purchases made with EBT dollars.
4. For EBT purchases when using a scale, explore ways you might give a fair exchange of

product for tokens since no change is allowed.
5. CG markets participate in the Produce Perks incentive programs, which offers SNAP

customers a $1-for-$1 match up to $25 per market day. Customers may receive their
SNAP and incentive tokens at the market information tent.

6. CG also offers non-SNAP shoppers the ability to swipe debit and credit cards at the
market tent for cash tokens to spend at your stall ($1 processing fee applies).

7. The following is an agreement to accept Common Greens SNAP/EBT tokens. Singing
this means you may also accept the $5 cash tokens, green Produce Perks tokens, WIC
FMNP coupons and TANF Fruit and Vegetable coupons as applicable. For more details
on all payments types accepted at market, please click here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Nu7RQK0UFIQgW0WKg2CEkvzM6eBuVP-/view?usp=sharing


Required SNAP Producer Agreement

This agreement is between Common Greens and _  ,______________________________________,
an authorized CG producer. This allows the above-mentioned producer to participate in the Food Stamp
Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) Card Program at any Common Greens market during the 2023 season.

Producer is bound by this agreement to follow all guidelines, as set forth by federal and state authorities and
Common Greens. CG reserves the right to immediately suspend or terminate the producer from the program if
CG staff observes, or receives evidence of, failure to abide by any of the agreements below. All producers with
eligible SNAP items are required to participate in the token program.

The SNAP token program will operate in the following manner: Patrons who have been issued an authorized
SNAP/ Ohio Direction Card may purchase wooden tokens up to the amount authorized on card from designated
CG staff. The patron’s card will be debited for the value of the tokens purchased. Patrons will use the tokens
only for purchase of eligible foods from authorized CG producers. Patrons have no time limit on the use of
purchased tokens at a CG market.  At the end of each market day, the designated agent of each authorized
producer will bring tokens to CG staff for recording and receipt. The producer will receive an electronic deposit
for reimbursement in his/her authorized account. The only tokens used will be wooden tokens with the imprint of
CG and currency amount. The program will be monitored by Common Greens.

Producer Agreement:

● Producer agrees to designate a specific person to be an agent for this program. The designated agent shall
be responsible for the producer’s participation in the program. The designated agent will be the individual
that may conduct SNAP token redemptions with CG staff. The name of designated agent for this producer is
_____________________________________________________________.

● Producer agrees to accept only CG tokens and will not accept any other market’s tokens or printed scrip.
● Producer agrees to accept tokens only for the purchase of food stamp program-eligible foods and food plants

and will NOT accept tokens for ineligible items including hot foods, foods eaten on site, pet foods, paper
products, soaps and household goods, alcohol, tobacco, and taxes.

● Producer agrees that no U.S. currency will be returned to the customer as change, if payment for product is
solely by EBT tokens. The value of the tokens received by the Producer will not exceed the posted value of
the product purchased by the customer. (Customers will receive full value for their tokens.)

● Producer agrees to not exchange any tokens for U.S. currency with any person except authorized CG staff.
● Producer agrees to post a sign (to be provided by CG) identifying Producer’s stall as an authorized EBT

vendor.

Signature of SNAP Program Producer ________________________________________________________

Date ___________________________


